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Verification and Evaluation of

Internal Flow and Motion

True Magnetic Resonance Imaging by the Phase
Gradient Modulation Method1

We report qualitative and quantitative
evaluation and verification studies of the
bipolar phase gradient modulation meth-
od for true MR imaging of internal flow
and motion velocities. Velocity encoding
modulations provide speed-of-motion
and direction-sensitive images using spe-
cial phase-sensitive reconstructions. True
motion MR imaging does not depend
upon subject parameters, Ti or T2, nor
upon selective active-volume time-of-
flight calculations, nor is it limited strict-
ly to fluid-flow velocities. Conventional
MR sequences often induce strong acci-
dental phase gradient modulations that
can cause severe artifacts in conventional
MR scans and limit the useful sensitivi-
ties of true motion MR. Multiple steps of
velocity encoding allow resolution of
separate elements of the velocity spec-
trum, and enable suppression of all such
phase-artifact difficulties. Some view-
to-view phase inconsistencies are intrin-
sic to the subject being scanned, e.g.,
strong motion variations during the heart
cycle; limitations due to such effects re-
quire external modifications in the scan-
ning, such as cardiac gating. Since con-
ventional density information remains in
the data, independent of velocity encod-
ing modulations, we suggest a multiple
encoding sequence and saving the MR
raw data. These evaluations and verifica-
tions demonstrate exciting potential in
clinical application for the phase gradient
modulation method of true flow and mo-
tion MR imaging.

Index terms: Flow dynamics . Magnetic resonance,

technology . Magnetic resonance
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T � decades before magnetic resonance (MR) medical imaging
became feasible, studies showed that MR signals respond to mo-

tions of molecules and, in particular, to flow in a liquid sample. Singer
reported a non-imaging MR observation of blood flow (i). More me-
cently, Battocletti, et al. (2) extensively reviewed the long history,
theory, design, and applications of non-imaging MR blood-flow
measurements. Consequently, knowledgable investigators recog-
nized immediately the importance of flow imaging when human MR
imaging proved possible. Unfortunately, it has been far easier to claim
flow imaging in principle than to demonstrate a meal specific and
reliable method in practice for combining MR-flow information with
MR-imaging capability.

Strong qualitative image disturbances often appear in conventional
MR images and are attributed to flow or other motion. Such effects
vary drastically, however, with changes in scanner sequence pa-
rameters (3). Moreover, recent studies show that completely different

qualities for these flow-related perturbations of conventional MR
images occur with scanners of different manufacturers and even
change with the details chosen for the particular image reconstruction
algorithm (4, 5). These behaviors result in great confusion in no-
menclature, meaning, and concept in this area of MR research and
applications.

A first category of flow-related phenomena, time-of-flight effects,

was used to explain almost all of the previously observed flow-dis-
turbances in conventional MR images (6, 3). The principle underlying

all time-of-flight effects is to create a well-defined active volume of
MR excitation at one position and instant of time and then reexamine
at a later instant of time. One example is the flow of fresh spins into
a previously excited and saturated section. Preliminary success in
quantitating such effects using multiple MR imaging scans to evaluate
blood flow in humans has been reported (7).

A second category of MR motion effects is phase shifts. When
precessing magnetic moments move in a magnetic field gradient, then
they exhibit a frequency shift related to their velocity along the gra-
dient direction. This phenomenon is analogous to Doppler shift in
ultrasound studies. The frequency shift multiplied by the time du-
ration of its occurence gives the accumulated number of precession
cycles gained or lost with respect to unshifted magnetic moments;
this relative accumulation is called the phase shift. However, the
whole principle of MR imaging, for non-moving magnetization,
depends upon large modulations of magnetic field gradients over
hundreds of cycles of variation. This produces large frequency and
phase modulations to encode the MR signals for their average positions

(not velocities). The encoded data later reconstruct into the desired
spatial image. Consequently, small velocity-dependent phase shifts
of non-specific character become completely entangled and lost in
the overwhelming influences of the MR imaging process itself.

In 1982 a theory and proposal for a special phase-gradient-modu-
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Schematic illustration of the spin echo parent
image MR sequence used in these studies, to-

gether with the special phase gradient mod-

ulation (F gradients) for velocity encoding.
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lation technique in MR imaging was

developed (8). The technique produces
a specific and controlled velocity-
dependent phase modulation; it can be
interlaced into any already existing MR
imaging sequence without interfer-
ence, and its velocity-encoding is dis-

entangled and separable from the
position-encoding imaging modula-

tions. The phase-modulation method

encodes directly the components of

velocity-of-motion as true subject

variables of the magnetization to be

imaged, just as the conventional
imaging modulations encode the spa-

tial positions of the magnetization as

subject variables.

It is helpful to stress certain aspects

of the phase-modulation method in

MR imaging of motion and flow. When
a true and direct velocity phase-mod-

ulation of the data is achieved, then:

#{149}One obtains a completely different
kind of imaging possibility from

that of the flow-related distum-
bances visualized previously in

conventional MR images.

#{149}There is no need to excite selec-

tively in some way an active vol-

ume for observation of time-of-

flight changes. This technique me-

lies upon phase-modulation of ex-

isting magnetizations rather than

upon inducing scan-to-scan mag-

nitude variations (For example,

velocity-encoding may interlace

directly into three dimensional

volumetric MR imaging modes.)

#{149}Velocities of motion are intrinsi-

cally coded and intrinsically ima-

gable directly. An ordinary mecon-

struction of magnetization magni-

tude subsequently produces an or-

dinary magnitude MR image, while

a modified reconstruction of the

same data yields a second image

reflecting (in a number of flexible

display choices) the velocity-den-

sity of motion.

#{149}When a distribution of different

spatially unresolvable velocities

occurs in a single imaged voxel,

then a series of velocity-modula-

tions allows imaging of the velocity

spectrum. This occurs in exactly the

same way as chemical shift spec-

trum imaging yields separate im-

ages of nuclear moments situated in

different chemical molecular-

sites.

#{149}In a specific situation, whatever
velocity component is deemed of

clinical interest can be chosen spe-

cifically for imaging. Motions per-

pendiculam to the image plane or

motions with any specified com-

ponent within the image plane can

be phase-modulation sensitized,

encoded, and imaged.

To stress these fundamental differ-

ences from other flow-related effects in

MR images, we refer to the phase-
modulation methods as true flow imag-

ing, or generally as true motion imaging.

This emphasizes that the motion

quantity (velocity) truly has been en-

coded as an MR imaging variable and
can directly be reconstructed as such.
We do not mean to imply, however,

that other approaches to flow estima-

tion and evaluation in MR imaging

necessarily give untrue results.

Subsequent to the original theory

and proposal many investigators (in-

cluding those from this laboratory)

recently have given some experimental

verifications and practical applications

(8, 5, 6, 9-il). Eight additional confir-
mations more recently were presented

in scientific sessions or commercial

exhibits (12-19). The purpose of this

paper, however, is to present some

simple rudimentary phantom studies

(and a preliminary example of human

studies) to demonstrate the funda-

mental meaning and impact of true

motion images. We also wish to show

empirical validation of the quantitative

essentials of the basic theory, and to

evaluate the applicability and current

limitations of the phase-modulation

method for true motion MR imaging.

METHOD

Pulse Sequence. Figure 1 illustrates a re-

view of the pulse sequence for which a

complete technical description occurs

elsewhere (5, 10, 20). The gradients, radio

frequency (rf) excitations, and data acqui-

sition intervals depicted are for one of the

many cyclic views of an MRI-scan. The ex-

ample shown is a spin-echo sequence, and

it is the sequence essentially as used in the

scans presented later. The bipolar form

modulation pulse labeled “flow-zeugma-

tography gradients” is the added phase-

gradient-modulation element, which pro-

vides specific velocity encoding. Consider

first the situation where we omit the special

F-modulation entirely; then the sequence

is just a conventional MR spin-echo cycle.

In the conventional cycle, an rf excitation

900 pulse occurs with simultaneous section

selection imaging gradients (shown as the

broken lines in the C-gradient box of Fig. 1).

The section selection gradient is perpen-

dicular to the plane of the section; this

process requires a subsequent rephasing

interval shown as the negative broken line.

Next, one activates imaging gradients in the

image plane, as indicated by the solid line.

They produce an encoding step in one di-

rection and a prereadout modulation in the

remaining direction. The demodulated MR

signal data are from a pair of phase-coher-

ent electronic demodulators; two channels

of output signals result (in the figure, S(t)

illustrates only one of them). A reference

in-phase from the rf excitation source yields

one channel, and a reference in quadrature

(90#{176}phase shfit) from the rf excitation

yields the second. This is standard instru-

mentation for all modern MR scanners. A

free induction decay (FID) waveform is

depicted by 5(t) after excitation (the far left

in the figure).

For practical reasons, modern MR imag-

ers do not use the direct FID signals, but

acquire image reconstruction data from

echo FID waveforms, which is illustrated by

the pattern occurring at TE (time-of-echo)

in the figure. These echo data occur as a re-

sult of the 180#{176}echo rf-pulse excitation in-

dicated, together with reapplication of the

readout gradient (illustrated as the final

solid line modulation in the C-gradient

box). As described so far, the MR data oc-

curring around TE correspond to conven-

tional MR data.

For specific velocity sensitization, the

bipolar (i.e., having equal and opposite

portions) F-gradient form is added to the

sequence. This phase gradient modulation

can be chosen in any spatial direction by

activating appropriately a combination of

the three perpendicular field-gradient coils.
The velocity sensitizing modulation is
special because of its temporal form and

position preceeding the readout, rather

than because it is necessarily generated by

different physical coils from those used

(also) for conventional imaging gradients.

The result is that any magnetization, excited

at any spatial position, receives an added

discrete phase modulation. This is propor-

tional to the velocity component along the

F direction. The phase modulation angle, in

fractions of a full 360#{176}of precession, is

given by

(phase angle) = [gamma X F] X T2 X V

(Equation 1)
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where [gamma X F] is the strength of the

bipolar velocity sensitizing modulation in
hertz per centimenter, T is the biopolar

modulation time in seconds (see Fig. 1), and

V is the velocity (centimeters per second)

along the direction of F, at the position in
question. When these steps occur, the MR
data carry added specific velocity phase
encodings for each pixel in the image.

Image Reconstruction. From the two
quadrature data channels (described above),

one always can reconstruct two indepen-
dent images. The first is the ordinary (so-

called real) image corresponding to the

image of in-phase magnetization excited.
The second image is the quadrature (so-
called imaginary) image; it displays the

quadrature phase magnetization excited.
One normally expects the second image to
be a completely null-image (zero every-
where except for noise). This is because
there would be no quadrature magnetiza-
tion excited normally (apart from phase
error artifacts or special added modulations

we attempt to exploit for motion-imaging).

Consequently, conventional MR imaging
either never calculates the quadrature
image at all or else (should spurious
phase-errors occur) forms the square-root

of the sum-of-squares of the two images,
pixel by pixel, to produce a resulting final
phase insensitive magnitude (or modulus)
image.

Using a conventional phase insensitive

reconstruction guarantees that any velocity

phase coding will be discarded, and a con-
ventional image will result. To reveal the
velocity effects, the reconstructions must
extend to the velocity dimension, and many
clever phase sensitive algorithms for ac-
complishing this have been discussed re-
cently (5, 9-11, 16).

We can illustrate all of the essential
principles, demonstrate prototypes of
practical scans, systematically verify the
crucial theoretical predictions, and show
the evaluations and limitations of the
method by employing a very crude recon-
struction alternative. In pre-processing, we
simply treat the raw data by assuming
mathematically that there are no added
phase shifts; this provides an overall aver-
age phase centering against which the ye-
locity dependent phase modulations will

add local phase variations. In this case, the
predicted real image (which we can recon-
struct and display separately) will be mod-
ified spatially by multiplication by cosine
(phase angle). The most sensitive motion
image will be the quadrature phase image
(which we can reconstruct and display
separately), and it will be essentially a

conventional density image modified spa-
tially by multiplication by sine (phase

angle). If the motion along F has zero ye-

locity, the (phase angle) is zero from
Equation 1; the in-phase real image will just
be a standard image since cosine (0) is
unity, and the quadrature image will be a

null-zero image since sine (0) is zero.
We earlier found phase artifacts in scans

of non-moving subjects (5). To compensate
crudely for these in the current simple im-
plementation, we can perform a separate
scan having no velocity modulations, and
then subtract the two image versions. Or we

can take a positive (forward modulated)

scan and subtract a negative encoded
(backward modulated) scan, or use some
combination. Common phase errors tend to
cancel. This may work for phantoms, but
humans are significantly less controllable;
for example, several millimeter long term
displacements between scans, typical of
living subjects, defeats such simplicities.

One needs to vary modulation parameters
on sequential cycles (and maintain appro-
priate bookkeeping of the raw data); then
misregistrations from long term patient
motion can be largely eliminated. Investi-
gators from manufacturer’s research labo-
ratories, where access to developmental
level software is supported, have demon-
strated the success of such modifications
(1 1, 13, 15). We have only clinical scan ver-
sion of software available to us, however,
and cannot yet implement sophisticated
improvements in human studies in a prac-
tical way.

Related Observations. At least two equiv-
alent methods to achieve the same physical
phase-gradient bipolar-modulation for
motion-encoding (shown in Fig. 1 in the
flow-zeugmatography gradients box) have
been detailed (8). The earliest trials dem-
onstrated both successfully (4, 5). The first
approach is an electronic reversal of the
magnetic field gradient modulation in the
successive halves as is implied by the sketch
of the F-gradient activation in Figure 1. The
second approach is a positive field gradient
first half, followed by a 180#{176}rf pulse (which
inverts the phase gradient of the magneti-
zation), followed by another positive field
gradient second half.

An important consequence is observed

by studying the conventional imaging

gradients (the C-gradient box) in Figure 1.
The 90#{176}section selection process inherently
involves a field gradient reversal (perpen-
dicular to the section), and the solid line
readout gradients involve a 180#{176}rf pulse
reversal. Moreover, when the conventional

echo pulse process also is a section selective
type (necessary for multi-section modes),
then additional (10) bipolar phase-gradi-

ent-modulations occur.
This means that some conventional-se-

quences accidentally induce the kind of ye-
locity-encoding modulations we have dis-
cussed; the theory predicts that an appro-
priate phase sensitive reconstruction of
those data will, therefore, yield motion
images. The interlaced phase gradient
modulation already exists and can be used,
although its properties may not be entirely
appropriate to the controlled sensitizations

desired (a human study example is shown

later). Perhaps more important, when these
accidental phase gradient modulations me-
main uncompensated and coexist in a scan
where further controlled modulations are
desired also, then one can obtain inconsis-
tent phase modulation from the combina-
tion. The result can be motion-sensitive

images dominated by velocity dependent
(especially motion components perpen-

dicular to the desired direction) artifacts
and spurious structures.

A second important observation is that an
MR imaging scan requires many sequential
views, each carrying a different spatial field

gradient encoding to extract the two di-
mensional static spatial-position informa-

tion. The velocity sensitizing phase modu-
lation, on the other hand, must remain
constant from view to view; if the flow or
motion velocities vary significantly from
view to view during the scan, then the
phase modulations will be inconsistent
among the views. The consequence, pre-
dicted by the theory, can be an image where

rapidly and erratically moving materials
have their image intensity removed from
their true position by the reconstruction
algorithm. In this case, the affected image
intensities reappear as a quasi-random
splatter (resembling random noise) dis-
persed unpredictably over the entire field
of view.

Finally, we re-emphasize the observation
that the phase modulation techniques for

true motion-imaging, as well as time-of-

flight approaches, respond to the velocity
of motion of the molecules bearing the
magnetization excited in the MR process.

The class of such motions in living subjects
comprises more than simply physical fluid
flow, e.g. , blood in vessels; any tissue mo-
tion can, in principle, be imaged. Initial
confirmation in the application to imaging
heart muscle motion appeared in prelimi-
nary descriptions elsewhere, and one ex-
ample extended from those studies is dis-
cussed later in this article (5, 10).

MATERIALS

Phantom. A polyethylene square-bottle,
10 X 10 cm in cross section and 18 cm in

height, is the non-moving-liquid container
of our simple flow phantom. Four holes at
the same height, a pair in opposite vertical
faces, allow insertion of a horizontally on-
ented U-tube of nominal 1 cm inside di-
ameter (ID) surgical Tygon tubing to hold
flowing liquid. The U-bend, which gives a
semicircular flow pattern, extends 15 cm
into the air beyond the back surface. Corn-
mon silicone caulking provides a non-mag-

netic seal between the bottle and the flow
tube. Thus in the horizontal plane, which
we can image with a coronal section, we
obtain a flowing liquid contrast against a
non-flowing liquid, a flowing liquid con-
trast against air (no MR signals), and a
non-flowing liquid contrast against air. The
U-tube form (horizontal plane in the labo-
natory) corresponds to the form of a coronal

section in a patient and the tube cross sec-
tions to the transverse section.

Five centimeters under the U-tube de-
scnibed above, we inserted a second similar

U-tube using 1.3 cm nominal ID Tygon
tubing. This tube contained only air (no MR

active material); by performing transverse
scanning we then had the upper U-tube
cross-sections with into- and out-of-section
flow, displayed simultaneously with two
corresponding air-filled cross sections

below. A transverse MR scan (Fig. 2) thus
displays the same contrasting sets (flow-
ing-liquid in two directions, non-flowing
liquid, and air-filled regions) as described
for the coronal (horizontal-plane) scan.

Distilled water, doped with panamagnetic
manganese acetate to several micro-molar
solute, is both the non-moving and the
flowing liquid; adjustment by dilution gives
the same Ti values (about 500 msec) as
human blood at our operating frequency of



Figure 2

a. b.

Transverse images of the flow phantom showing conventional magnitude reconstruction im-

ages.

a. A negative sense velocity encoding.
b. A 2 X magnification of a positive sense encoding.
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6.25 MHz (hydrogen Larmor frequency at

0.15 T). Tubing extensions connect the U-

tube with a large carboy reservoir for the

flowing liquid source, and to an open out-

flow reservoir. Changing the difference

between the source reservoir water-height

and the out-flow exit gives simple and re-

liable control of gravity-pressure and

thereby the flow rate in the tubing. Once

established, the flow remains nearly con-

stant throughout a scan because the source

reservoir is large compared with the flow

volumes typically occurring. Timing the

out-flow into a large graduated cylinder

gives direct measure of the volume-flow

rate for that scan; dividing the volume rate

by the known U-tube cross-sectional area

gives the average flow speed along the

tube.

With this simple arrangement, we could

achieve and maintain reliably average flow

velocities from a few tenths of a centimeter

per second up to 30 centimeters per second

(at the highest rates, nearly continuous

manual transfer from out-flow reservior to

source-reservoir containers was necessary

to maintain constant waterhead pressure).

Scanner. The MR scans were obtained

using the head-coil and head-scanning

modes of a Picker International 1000, an MR

resistive magnet imager operating at 0.15 T.

Software in the standard clinical scan pro-

gram allows additions to the sequence of

various phase gradient modulation forms,

separate access to the in phase (real), to the

quadrature phase (imaginary), and to the

magn i tude image reconstructions, and

provides off-line utilities for subtractions

and additions of different scan data.

The parent sequence we chose for modi-

fication is a standard SE 20 (the 180#{176}rf

echo-pulse in Fig. 1 occurs 20 msec after the

initial 90#{176}rf excitation) using two dimen-

sional Fourier transform image encoding.

The section profile is relatively sharply

edged with a full-width of 10 mm. The

single-section mode echo pulses were short,

broadband, non-selective excitations; only

the initial 90#{176}excitations are selective in

single-section mode. Non-selective pulses

tend to saturate the entire subject’s mag-

netization uniformly and thereby minimize

fresh-spin inflow or other time-of-flight ef-

fects into these phase-modulation studies.

Cycle repetition times typically were 500

msec.

For the several purposes of this evalua-

tion, we chose different parameters for the

bipolar phase gradient modulation (the

F-modulation form in Fig. 1).

#{149}To demonstrate true flow imaging for

motion perpendicular to the section we

used the transverse scan shown in Fig-

ure 2. Here, we employ the direct field

gradient reversal implementation to

achieve velocity phase encoding, and

use pulse times and gradient strengths

to give (according to our scanner’s cali-

bration factors) numerical values for

Equation 1 of

(phase angle)

= [0.025 (seconds per centimeter)] X V

(Equation 2)

When V is the flow velocity component

perpendicular to the image plane (in

centimeters per second), then Equation

2 gives the velocity phase modulation of

the data in fractions of a full cycle of

magnetization precession.

#{149}For motion imaging in the plane of the

section, we used coronal scans. In this

case, we chose to use the rf-echo imple-
mentation for achieving the bipolar

phase gradient modulation. We used
these scans also to demonstrate a
stronger velocity sensitization by

choosing the gradients and times to
provide numerical factors in Equation
1 of

(phase angle)

= [0.2 (seconds per centimeter)] X V

(Equation 3)

The sensitized component, V. is in the

direction that, as veiwed in the dis-

played image, appears vertical (axial flow
in the supine patient) in this case. For a
human study, we used the in-the-plane
encoding as above, but changed it to
exemplify horizontally directed motion
in a transverse section (and with a ye-

locity-sensitivity two thirds that given

in Equation 3).

It is scanner gradient calibrations (not
flow phantom calibrations) that give the
numerical sensitivities predicted in Equa-
tions 2 and 3. We will compare these against

the quantitative results of the experiments
described later. For example, when the
(phase angle) of Equations 1, 2, or 3 attains
a value of one quarter cycle, then the true
velocity image values should rise from zero
to a maximum value just equal to that ob-

served in a conventional image, for a single
scan. Using the positive-minus-negative
scans technique to compensate unrelated
phase-artifact, then true motion image
values should be twice those in a conven-
tional single-scan reconstruction.

RESULTS

Transverse motion. The scans of Fig-
ume 2 show a conventional magnitude
reconstruction in transverse section.

The flow in the upper U-tube set enters
(velocity away from the viewer) on the
right tube of the display (patient’s left

side) and exits (velocity toward the
viewer) on the left tube of the display.
The plastic tubing walls give a dark
cross section annulus, and the lower

U-tube set (filled with air) demon-

strates conventional MR air-to-water
contrast. Figure 2a shows normal
field-of-view with a negative sense
modulation (the sensitizing gradient
first goes negative and then positive);

Figure 2b is a 2 X magnification (for

later reference) and shows a positive
sense modulation. The flow speed is an

average 5 cm/sec. but the images dis-
played are indistinguishable from each
other, and from unmodulated scans. A
conventional phase insensitive mag-
nitude of magnetization reconstruction

gives, as predicted, a conventional MR
image.

Figure 3a shows the phase-sensitive
reconstruction from the same raw data
used in Figure 2b. We predict it to be
the magnetization density multiplied
everywhere by sine (phase angle). As
predicted, the flow velocity away from
the viewer has strong positive image
values (brighter in display), since sine
(phase angle) is positive. The return
flow toward the viewer shows opposite
negative value (blacker in the display)
contrast, since the sine (phase angle)

is negative. Motionless material in the

phantom body, however, is not uni-
formly at zero value as would be ex-

pected in the ideal true motion image.
This is some phase artifact of unknown



b.

Reconstruction of the quadrature image (from data of Fig. 2b) shows into-the-section and

out-of-the-section flow contrasts.

Phase errors unrelated to motion give data artifacts and residual contrast patterns in the
nonflow image.

b.

Phase sensitive reconstruction of the negative sense velocity encoded data from the image in

Figure 2a.
a. Reversed flow contrast and residual phase error artifacts.

b. Image data subtractions give a positive-minus-negative phase error compensated image.
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origins; the scan shown in Figure 3b Figure 3

illustrates the same phase artifact even
when the flow is turned off. By using
negative sense phase modulation, the
scan in Figure 4a results. It shows the
reversed sense of flow contrast pre-
dicted with respect to the positive
modulation in Figure 3, and also ex-
hibits similar phase error artifacts. By
subtracting the image data of the neg-
ative modulation scan from that of the
positive modulation scan, the phase
error artifacts tend to cancel. This is
shown in Figure 4b where essentially
only the .true flow image appears. Ve-
locities away from the viewer are im-
aged as positive values, those toward
the viewer are negative values, and
non-moving material images as null-
zero everywhere in Figure 4b; note that
the lower air-filled tubes become
completely non-contrasting, as pre-
dicted, against non-flowing liquid in
the phantom body.

Figure 5 demonstrates flow profiles
and quantitative verification of some a
theoretical predictions. Figures 5a is
the 2 X magnification of the conven- a.
tional image of Figure 2b, but at dif- b.
ferent display settings so that a soft-
ware profile line and plot of image
values across that line can be seen.
Within the flow tube cross sections, the

flowing liquid MR values have a mag-
nitude of approximately 80 units (these Figure 4

are arbitrarily scaled values, but
maintain the same scaling for a given

constant setting of the instrument’s
receiver gain).

Figure 5b is a 2 X magnification of
that shown in Figure 4b imaging the
positive-minus-negative modulated
scans data. Note the disappearance of
non-moving liquid (the air-filled cross
sections vanish into background). The
MR value trace across the flowing sec-
tions shows a parabola-like shape me-
fiecting the velocity profile across the
tube. We adjusted the average flow
velocity upward until the maximum
central value stopped increasing and
began slightly to decrease (where sine
(phase angle) decreases because
(phase angle) increases beyond one
quarter cycle). Then we slightly me-
duced the flow to give nearly ma.xi-
mum excursion (this is where the
maximum velocity gives approxi-
mately a quarter cycle phase shift) for
the scan of Figure 5b. The measured
average flow velocity under these
conditions was 5 cm/sec. The MR val-
ues in the true flow image cross sec-
tions reach a peak of about 160 MR
units, positive for in-flow and negative
for out-flow. This verifies the theoret- a.
ical prediction that the simple flow
image maximizes at the conventional
image values. Here, the compensated
modulation images subtract two op-



Figure 5

a. b.

Image value profiles are graphic overlays on the scans.

a. A density only phase insensitive reconstruction showing a differently windowed version

of Figure 2b.

b. The true flow image of Figure 4b is shown in 2 X magnification.

Figure 6

a. b.

a. A conventional magnitude reconstruction illustrates a coronal image through the phantom
U-tube with average flow speed of 5 cm per second.

b. The phase reconstruction shows in-the-plane true flow imaging sensitized to vertical motion,

at an average speed of 0.6 cm per second.
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posite sense scans to give an observed
160 units maximum, which is just twice
(as discussed above) the single-scan

conventional magnitude image of
Figure 5a at the same location.

A simple fluid in non-rotational and

non-turbulent flow, in a circular cross

section tube, should give a parabolic

velocity profile ideally, and the maxi-

mum velocity at tube-center is twice

the average velocity. The central ye-
locity corresponding to Figure 5b is,

therefore, about 10 cm/sec. Using the
numerical modulation factors for this
scan given in Equation 2, the theory

predicts a quarter cycle phase shift

corresponding to a velocity of 10

cm/sec. The empirical result thus

confirms this prediction within the

experimental error of these trials.
in-the-plane Motion. Figure 6a shows

a coronal scan, the section of which

contains the upper flowing liquid U-

tube, with conventional magnitude of

magnetization reconstruction. We ob-

serve the semicircular bend projecting
into aim beyond the non-moving liquid

container. Velocity sensitization is

much larger here (see Equation 3) than
for the transverse case discussed above,

but for later reference we have main-

tamed the flow velocity at the same 5

cm /sec average value used in Figures

3-5. Note the peculiar striated appear-
ance of the flowing material even in

the conventional reconstruction; these

peculiarities disappear when the flow

rate is reduced substantially. At an av-

erage velocity of 0.6 cm/sec the mag-

nitude reconstruction shows a non-

remarkable flowing liquid MR con-

ventional image with image values at

tube center of about 100 units.

The true flow image for in-the-plane
velocity encoding is shown in Figure

6b, again using the positive-minus-

negative modulation subtraction of

image data to mitigate spurious phase

artifacts. The non-moving liquid again

largely vanishes into the zero-level

background. Liquid flowing upward in
the display images as negative values
on the right of the viewed image, while
liquid moving downward in the dis-

play images as positive values. The
liquid moving around the top of the
circle has ever decreasing vertical
component of motion; it becomes less
contrasting with background, there-
fore, and exhibits the predicted zero
image values at the top of the tube
where its velocity is perpendicular to
the sensitized direction.

As explained previously for the case

of transverse flow, the flow velocity
was adjusted just below the level at
which the central values of the flow
image begin to decrease; this is ap-
moximately the one quarter cycle phase
shift point, at which the measured av-

emage velocity was 0.6 cm/sec. Equation
3 predicts that the modulation param-

eters for this scan require a flow ye-
locity of 1 .3 cm/sec to attain quarter

cycle shift. The maximum velocity for
the observed 0.6 cm/sec average is 1.2
cm/sec. which we consider to agree
with the 1 .3 cm/sec prediction well
within experimental error. We observe

that the subtraction of two scans flow
image gives flow profiles in Figure 6b
rising to a maximum of about 200 units
(positive and negative depending on
the sense of flow) for a one quarter
cycle phase modulation, which again
confirms the prediction of being twice

the 100 unit value observed in a single
scan’s conventional reconstruction.

Peripheral Results. If we compare the
details of the true flow image at 0.6
cm/sec in Figure 6b with the conven-
tional magnitude reconstruction image
at much larger flow rates in Figure 6a,
we find that the apparent width of the
flowing liquid in the true flow image
is greater than that in the magnitude

reconstruction i.e., the very fast flow-
ing liquid image values are signifi-
cantly attenuated in the conventional

image, but this happens near the walls
of the tube where the flow itself is
small and the local change-of-flow rate
is large. Near the tube center, where
the velocity is itself largest the flow-
ing-liquid remains bright.

This behavior confirms earlier sug-
gestions that the attenuation of signal
in conventional scans for flowing ma-
terials may largely be dominated by
phase-shift blurring over the irresolu-

tion dimensions of the scanner (5). We
speculate that this also is the origin for

many of the scanner parameter de-
pendent variations of flow effects ob-
served by others in conventional scans
of humans (5).

Recent interest also concerns dif-
ferences in flow appearance for con-
ventional MR images that occur in
multi-echo imaging (21). Specifically,



Figure 7

a. b.

a and b. True flow transverse images reconstructed from first and second echoes, respectively,
of a multi-echo Cam-Purcell sequence. There is a single velocity encoding phase

gradient modulation, and the second echo reconstruction displays a predicted phase

contrast reversal.

Figures

a. b.

a and b. A transverse image through the living human heart, obtained with cardiac gating,
using optional reconstructions, respectively, for conventional density magnitude

and for horizontal motion in-the-plane of the section.
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an important question is whether the
data acquired in the second (or any

even numbered) echo has completely
rephased with respect to dephasing

characterizing the first (or any odd
numbered) echo. Our theoretical pre-

diction for motion phase shifts, is that

rephasing occurs only for gradients

that are repeated successively between

echoes, but that for a single modulation
(such as we have discussed) successive

rf echo pulses only invert the algebraic

sign of the induced phase-modulation

(8, 10). We applied the phase modula-
tion technique also to a two echo

Cam-Purcell transverse scan sequence

and reconstructed the phase sensitive
images for each echo. The first-echo

image of Figure 7a appears identical

with the second-echo image of Figure

7b, except for the predicted contrast

inversion. We believe that second echo
phase inversion in conventional MR

scans cancels only the phase shift ef-

fects from the accidental modulations

discussed above.3 In particular, phase
modulations arising from the selective

180#{176}echo gradients and from the

image readout gradients normally me-
� peat the same way for both echoes.

This phase inversion effect of 180#{176}mf

pulses also explains why the contrast is

inverted between the transverse and
coronal scans in Figures 5 and 6. One is

implemented by field gradient reversal

modulation and the other by employ-

ing a 180#{176}rf pulse between two posi-

tive sense pulses. In any event, these
scans confirm the prediction that the

requisite phase gradient bipolar mod-

ulation is equivalent (apart from the

algebraic sign change) whether pro-

duced by gradient reversal or by rf
echo pulse reversal.

Human Study Example. Figure 8

shows an extension of the cardiac gated

true motion imaging to application in

heart muscle velocity (8, 10). The

transverse orientation scan has phase

gradient modulation to sensitize the

data to horizontal (as viewed) veloci-
ties. The modulation strength is just

two thirds of that characterized by
Equation 3, and we are purposefully
exploiting the accidental modulation
inserted into first echo data by readout

gradients. Although cardiological in-

tempretation is inappropriate here, the

heart appears to be in early systole, and

the dark linear outlines along the an-
teaior and posterior walls in the con-

ventional reconstruction of Figure 8a

seem certainly to be severe velocity

change artifacts. These outlines are not

3 This cancellation of the readout-gradient ac-

cidental velocity-sensitizations will be, of course,

of great practical importance in adapting the
phase-gradient-modulation method to human

clinical scan software.

evident in the phase-sensitive image of

Figure 8b. We believe they originate

from the same process as attenuates the

conventional image MR values near

the walls of the flow-tube in Figure

6a.
In the phase sensitive quadrature

image reconstruction, shown in Figure

8b, positive contrast (brighter display)

corresponds to motion toward the might

(as viewed) while oppositely directed

motion displays as negative contrast

(blacker display). One can visualize

horizontal motion imaging of stmuc-

tunes with different speeds and in op-

posite directions quite readily in the

scan, but the interpretation is uncon-

trolled in this crudely attempted trial.

Motion to the right of sufficient speed

to accumulate phase modulation, for

example, of three quarter cycle will

appear in the same contrast as slower

leftward motion accumulating minus

one quarter cycle, and so on. The

technical name for this is aliasing, al-

though we doubt it happens to occur in

Figure 8b. Furthermore, severe phase

error artifacts occur (at least as severe

as the non-flowing phantom scan of

Figure 3b) in the non-moving portions

of the patient. We must suspect these

phase artifacts contaminate the motion

image generally.

We have not been able to apply the

positive-minus-negative modulation

image subtractions (described for fixed

phantom scans) successfully to hu-

mans, as yet. The reasons involve a

number of practical problems related

to limitations imposed by our current

software operating system. Moreover,

we believe that the simplest phase

sensitive reconstruction option, as well

as the use of parent sequences not

originally intended for true motion

imaging, as used in these evaluation

studies is far from the best choice for

actual clinical application.
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Depending on the portion of anato-
my scanned, attempts at sensitive
phase modulation methods for blood
flow imaging in humans have proved,
without cardiac gating techniques, to
be uncertain at best and completely
obliterated by artifact at worst.

DISCUSSION

Confirmations. These evaluations,

together with others mentioned in this
paper, show extraordinary potential for
many applications of the phase modu-

lation method for true motion MR
imaging. The experiments discussed
here confirm and demonstrate all the
essential theoretical predictions of the
original proposal (8). These confirma-
tions are both qualitative and quanti-
tative:

#{149}The bipolar phase gradient modu-
lation can be interlaced into various
normal MR scanning sequences
(Figures 2 and 5-8). The resulting
velocity-encoding does not depend
upon Ti or T2 relaxation, nor upon
selective excitation of some well-
defined active volume.

#{149}While standard phase insensitive
reconstruction of the data yields a
conventional image, various phase
sensitive reconstruction options
give a true motion MR image.

#{149}Both the speed of motion and rela-
tive direction direction are me-
vealed. In the simplified recon-
struction, motion image values are
given by the conventional image
density multiplied everywhere by
the trigonometric sine function of
the velocity proportional phase
shift of moving magnetization. This

was demonstrated by the equal but
opposite contrasts in Figures 4 and
5 for oppositely directed flows; the
sinusoidal maximization at a one
quarter cycle phase shift has a
quantitative value agreeing with
the predicted conventional-image
water-values.

#{149}Both non-moving magnetization
and that moving perpendicular to
the velocity-sensitizing direction
give a true motion image of null-
zero, i.e., they show the same image
contrast as the no-signal level from
air (Fig. 5).

#{149}All components of vector velocity
may separately be selected for sen-
sitization in true motion imaging.
Transverse section scans in Figures

5 and 8 show, respectively, motion

perpendicular to the image plane

and motions horizontal in-the-

plane, while the coronal scan ex-
ample of Figure 6 demonstrates
vertical motion sensitization in-
the-plane.

#{149}The velocity-sensitivity can be ad-
justed by controlling the bipolar
modulation parameters according
to the expression in Equation 1 (and
velocity values thereby obtained
without special flow calibration
procedures). This is verified by ex-
cellent agreement between the
empirical quantitative results and

the prior theoretical predictions.

S Different specific implementations,

e.g., direct field gradient reversal in

Figure 5 compared with rf echo
pulse reversal of phase sense in
Figure 6, give the same requisite
velocity dependent phase gradient
modulation.

#{149}The flow profile traced in Figure 6
shows a signal-to-noise ratio of at
least 20 at maximum velocity of 1.2
cm/sec. For unity signal-to-noise,
the corresponding velocity would
be 0.06 cm/sec; this supports the
original estimate (8) of sensitivities
of a few tenths millimeter/sec.

#{149}In multi-echo sequences (see Fig. 7),
even numbered echoes do not me-
phase the imposed single bipolar
phase modulation of moving mag-
netization, but merely invert its
algebraic sign.

#{149}The velocity of molecules is the
important quantity in MR motion

imaging and not narrowly physical

flow of fluids. Heart-wall motion in
Figure 8b is imaged on the same
physical basis as the water flow in
a U-tube in Figure 6b.

#{149}Conventional spin-echo sequences
especially generate accidental bi-

polar phase gradient modulations.
This sensitizes to velocity as readily
as a purposefully added modula-
tion. The heart scan in Figure 8 ex-
ploited this effect, but suggested

that it was too uncontrolled for

many clinical applications.

#{149}A second (and complementary)
phase sensitive image is the real (or
the in-phase) reconstruction. It is
less velocity sensitive than the

quadrature reconstruction, behaves

as the cosine function of the phase

shift angle, and does not discrimi-

nate opposite directions of motion.

Examples have been presented
elsewhere (4, 5). These studies
verify the predicted behavior be-
cause it is the root sum-of-squares

of the sensitive quadrature image
and the relatively insensitive in-
phase image, which produce the
conventional appearing magnitude
reconstructions shown in this ar-
tide.

#{149}The velocity encoding phase mod-
ulations are special because of their

unique temporal form and not be-
cause the field gradients required
must be from separate physical coils
than produce the conventional

imaging gradient forms. One may,
however, find true motion-imaging
applications for which dedicated
and specially designed modulation
coils would provide significant
advantages.

Limitations. Many limitations and

cautions exist in applying the phase

modulation method for motion-imag-
ing (and they mostly apply to time-

of-flight methods are well). First, con-
ventional sequences can accidentally
impose strong phase gradient modu-
lations identical with those discussed
in this article. Thus, a particular Se-

quence may have hidden within it a
velocity sensitization unappreciated by
the operator. For example, in-the-plane
motion of an artery during the heart

cycle may dominate phase modulation
and image reconstruction values, while
the scanner user anticipates only sen-
sitization to flow motion along the
vessel. Sequences should carefully be
studied and compensated for any such

untoward modulations. Moreover,
conventional reconstructions may me-
veal a variety of phase blurring arti-
facts, which might be mistaken for
physical or physiological indications.

Current experience suggests that

cardiac gating may be mandatory for
any semblance of reliability in flow
and motion MR imaging. Phase in-
consistencies from view-to-view and
erratic non-flow motions in the vicin-
ity of large arteries are some of the
problem causing effects in the absence
of gating.

Phase error artifacts, unrelated to
motion, in unmodulated scans occur in
our system and have been admitted to
exist in other systems (10-12) as well.
These limit the ultimate sensitivity and

reliability of true motion images by
phase-modulation techniques. It ap-
pears necessary to compensate such ar-
tifacts (as well as any unavoidable and
unwanted accidental modulations) by
performing more than one level of bi-
polar phase gradient modulation in a
motion-imaging scan. We have dem-
onstrated a crude example by sub-

trading negative modulation data from

positive modulation data (combined
somtimes with no-flow modulation
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data) in this article. While sufficient for
demonstration purposes here, much
more effective options exist, given ap-
propriate software extensions.

Long-term patient displacement
between separate scans is a most diffi-

� cult problem in any scan subtraction
procedure. Much better comparison
and compensations are to be gained by
acquiring differently modulated raw
data chains on short term successive
cycles and manipulating the raw data
appropriately.

The large phase gradient modulation
� inherently produced by a conventional

� spin echo sequence, or by the selective

180#{176}-rf-pulse used in multi-section

scanning, is likely to prove the origin

� of undesired, substantial, and over-
� whelming motion dependent phase
artifacts. A simple remedy in that case
is to use the second (or any even num-

� bered) echo of a multi-echo sequence,
� since the velocity term sensitized from
accidental modulations cancels for
even numbered Cam-Purcell echoes
(we noted elsewhere [8], however, that
a residual motion acceleration term
remains).

Future Development. System spatial

� irresolution, or even subject intrinsic

� physical effects, guarantees some de-

gree of motion phase blurring. A dis-
tribution of velocities, rather than a

single velocity, exists in any spatially
resolvable element. Unlike ordinary

� spatial blurring, which degrades only

image sharpness, phase blurring can
generate unacceptable image artifact.
We demonstrated some examples in
this study. Accidental velocity phase

modulations, as well as phase errors

unrelated to motion, correspond to

some phase rotation, which varies un-

predictably with velocity within the

distribution. These are practical prob-

lems limiting the usefulness of the

current crude approaches to true mo-

tion imaging. To some extent, the Se-

verity can be reduced by careful choice

of the parent sequence parameters to

minimize, from the beginning, strong

accidental phase gradient modulations.

Obvious similar observations apply to

other systematic approaches, e.g. , the
use of cardiac gating.

If several different and controlled
motion encodings yield different data

sets (also hopefully within a time in-

terval minimizing patient movement),

and if these are carefully chosen ac-
cording to theoretical dictates, then one

can resolve the velocity distributions
into separate elements. In conse-

quence, it turns out that phase errors

characterizing each of those separate

elements can readily be eliminated.
When this occurs, then all the major

limitations discussed in the preceding

paragraph recede to much less both-

ersome levels. How much less bother-

some will certainly depend upon how

many different motion encodings

occur, and this depends significantly

on how much time is tolerable to com-

plete a study. These studies demon-

strate clearly, in Figures 3 and 4, that

only two or three different phase gra-

dient modulations produce remarkable

improvements, even using current

non-optimum methods.

An important advantage, in this me-

gard, exists for motion imaging by the

phase gradient modulation method. In

practical scanners, it is common for

conventional imaging to repeat each

data cycle several times and average
those data to improve system signal-

to-noise ratios. We have shown here

that conventional image information

remains available, even after one in-

troduces motion encoding pulses.

What one does with the information is

a post-scan, but pre-reconstruction

option, if one saves all raw data in

original form.

One option is to average magnitude
reconstruction image data; one extracts

high contrast detail, noise averaged

conventional results, just as if con-

ventional data cycle averaging had

occurred. A second option is not pre-

cluded; one uses the differently motion

encoded cycles to resolve instead the

velocity distribution. These recon-

structions then yield true motion im-

ages independently and free of phase

error contamination. One saves the

time penalty, by employing such a

scheme, but loses some relative noise

performance for the motion images. It

is likely that motion images, however,

may not require the exceptional con-

tmast detail quality demanded of con-

ventional anatomical structure MR

images. Answers to the implied ques-

tions await further technical and din-

ical research.

In any event, these evaluation stud-
ies demonstrate quite clearly, we be-
lieve, emminently feasible applicabil-
ity and a very exciting future for the
phase gradient method of true motion
MR imaging.
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